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Abstract

With emerging geo-distributed services, there is a need to coordinate the use of resources offered by field-area networks. In the case of vehicular networks, such resources include the processing, sensing, and storage capabilities offered to service providers for urban sensing or intelligent transportation. In this paper, we propose to virtualize the resources embedded on the vehicular nodes to allow multiple tenants to coexist and deploy their services on the same underlying mobile substrate. Virtualization is the task of an infrastructure provider that controls the mobile substrate and allocates sliced resources to the tenants. A service results from a collection of virtual machines hosted on the mobile nodes allocated by the infrastructure provider. Efficient utilization of the node resources may trigger virtual machine migrations. We study the problem of virtual machine migrations through V2V communications between mobile nodes. To evaluate the impact of such migrations on the resource allocation process, we use the real traces of a bus transit system to simulate a vehicular network where virtual machines migrate via V2V communications. Our results show that virtual machines of several hundreds of Megabytes can migrate between moving buses. We then discuss design principles and research issues toward the full virtualization of opportunistic networks.
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1. Introduction

New services and network usages have emerged with the recent networking paradigm of the Internet of Things, like context-based sensing or crowdsensing [1]. The applications and
services require very low and predictable bandwidth and target geo-distributed (e.g., sensor-based monitoring), fast mobile (e.g., connected vehicles and rail), and large-scale platforms (e.g., Smart Grid and Smart City). These services rely on field-area networks with greater capacities in terms of processing, storage, and bandwidth. Thus, associated services depend on a large collection of distributed mobile nodes to collect, process, and aggregate data to perform real-time analytics and make fast operational decisions [2]. Vehicles will definitely play a major role in such a scenario. Enabling virtualization on top of these mobile nodes, and in particular on top of vehicles, would offer service providers immediate access to these new emerging paradigms; in return, they bill their services to their end users, leaving the maintenance of such highly mobile and intermittently-connected networks to infrastructure providers.

Most of the existing work on network virtualization focuses on fixed network infrastructures [3]. In the literature, the traditional Internet Service Provider (ISP) is divided into two independent entities with distinct roles: (i) Infrastructure Providers, which manage the fixed infrastructure, and (ii) Service Providers, which form virtual networks from the resources allocated by possibly multiple Infrastructure Providers to offer end-to-end services to their customers. Recently, SDN (Software-Defined Networking) has facilitated the virtualization of wired networks with network hypervisors such as FlowVisor [4] or OpenVirtX [5]. Conversely, the existing work on mobile network virtualization focuses on the virtualization of mobile infrastructure networks, such as cellular or local wireless networks [6, 7]. To our knowledge, our work is the first one that proposes to virtualize the resources hosted on mobile nodes.

In this paper, we address the problem of virtualizing the resources hosted on the mobile nodes. In our solution, we propose a centralized architecture where a Mobile Infrastructure Provider (MInP) manages the physical substrate mobile network and virtualizes the
resources of the mobile nodes. We consider the case of a large-scale mobile network such as a vehicular network (VANET) or a vehicular delay-tolerant network (V-DTN). As depicted in Figure 1, virtualizing vehicles allows multiple tenants, here denoted as Mobile Service Providers (MSP), to coexist and deploy their services on the same underlying physical substrate. The MInP slices resources of the vehicles (CPU, memory, storage, forwarding, on-board sensors) into virtual machines and allocates the virtual machines to the MSP so as to match their demands.

More specifically, the MInP leverages a centralized architecture with a controller that runs the allocation procedure with the MSPs’ requirements as input. The allocation procedure allocates a set of virtual machines hosted on different mobile nodes so as to accommodate the MSPs’ requirements. We consider that the central controller is always on-line (e.g., connected via a cellular network); thus, re-allocations of the MSPs’ demands result in virtual machine migrations from one vehicle to another. In this paper, we focus specifically on this problem as it is central to the feasibility study we conduct. Virtual machine migrations also happen when the current set of allocated virtual machines does not satisfy the requirements of the MSPs’ demands (e.g., the mobile node hosting the virtual machine leaves an area to be sensed and needs to be moved to the original area), or just before the node hosting the virtual machine becomes inactive.

Our main contributions are in the following three areas:

Mobile node resource virtualization. We propose a novel architecture to virtualize the resources embedded in mobile nodes. The MInP slices and allocates the resources to tenants, or MSPs, that will in turn aggregate the virtual resources to form virtual networks.

V2V Virtual machine migration. Changes in the physical topology trigger reallocations of the virtual resources and virtual machine migrations. Instead of using cellular connectivity to migrate the virtual machines, we leverage the V2V communications between vehicles.

System capacity. We evaluate the feasibility of V2V virtual machine migrations using real traces of a bus transit system. The results show that it is feasible to trigger virtual machine migrations at specific locations where the mobile nodes are most likely to encounter each other.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we overview the existing work on fixed and mobile network virtualization. In Section 3, we discuss the business model and design requirements involved with the virtualization of mobile node resources. In Section 4, we evaluate our proposal with real traces of a bus transit system under different scenarios and show that a vehicular network can serve as a communication substrate to be shared among multiple tenants. Finally, in Section 5, we overview some of the challenges and open issues involved with virtualizing mobile opportunistic networks as a perspective to our work.

2. Virtualization platforms

Let us first recall design principles of virtualization and review related work.

Wired network virtualization. Network virtualization refers to the decoupling of the physical routers (line card and CPU) from the forwarding functions. Multiple virtual router instances
are then created on top of a single physical router. The collection of virtual nodes connected
together by a set of virtual links forms a virtual network, whose topology is a subset of
the underlying physical topology [3, 8]. Each virtual node is hosted on a physical node,
although a virtual link spans over a physical path in the underlying network topology. The
dynamics of virtual networks are different from those of the underlying physical networks
on which they rely, as it is possible to turn the virtual routers on and off, and to migrate
them. Virtual router migration consists in moving both the control and data plane states
and processes from the hosting physical router to a target physical router [9].

Works on software-defined networking facilitate the deployment of network virtualization
by capitalizing on the decoupling of the control plane from the data plane [10]. A central
controller manages the control plane of software-defined networks and modifies the forwarding
network hypervisors capable of mapping the forwarding states corresponding to the control
logic of the virtual networks belonging to the tenants onto the physical networking equip-
ment. In an SDN network, migration then consists in copying the flow tables from the host
router to the target router, as SDN provides packet-forwarding abstraction [11]. Keller et
al. propose LIME to migrate an entire network composed of virtual machines to a different
collection of physical resources [12]. In their experiments, they show that the procedure
can be achieved without any network interruption. These work focus on virtualizing fixed
network infrastructures, however, in this paper, we are interested in virtualizing a large-scale
mobile network, and in particular the opportunistic migration of virtual machines during
contacts between nodes.

Mobile network virtualization. The virtualization of mobile networks usually refers to the
virtualization of mobile infrastructure, such as cellular or wireless local area networks [6, 7].
The virtualization allows multiple tenants to use a common substrate mobile network. Mobile
network virtualization decouples the cellular infrastructure from the services it provides
by sharing the infrastructure and radio spectrum resources. Different services can then co-
exist on the same underlying infrastructure, maximizing its utilization. Cellular network
virtualization benefits to Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) that lease slices of
networks operated by infrastructure providers. These virtual carriers can deploy and offer
their own services (e.g., VoIP, video conference, live streaming), in addition to voice services
for their own customers. Instead, our work focuses on virtual machine migration between
physical mobile nodes in the context of opportunistic networks. In our use case, the connec-
tivity of virtual machines inherits the connectivity of the mobile nodes on which they are
hosted.

Vehicular clouds. Virtual machine migrations in the context of vehicle-based clouds have
been addressed in the literature [13, 14, 15] as a way of managing the resources shared by
the participating vehicles. Typical resources include vehicles computation resources, storage
resources, and spectrum resources [16]. The dynamic nature of a vehicular network leads to
frequent changes in the topology.

Refatt et al. propose the VVMM (Vehicular Virtual Machine Migration) framework
which includes three extensions for selecting the target vehicle of a migration: randomly,
depending on the load of the target vehicle, or depending on its location [15]. Nevertheless, none of those extensions take into consideration the suitability of a contact by means of its capacity or its duration though they have a direct effect on the success of a migration. What is more, the VVMM framework relies on roadside units (RSU) where the virtual machines are temporarily stored if a vehicle fails in finding a target vehicle.

Yu et al. [13, 14] propose a hierarchical cloud architecture for vehicular networks organized in three layers. The first layer is a vehicular cloud that consists of a group of vehicles and a cloud controller that manages the vehicle resources. The second layer is a roadside cloud that consists of dedicated local servers; the vehicles can directly access these servers through roadside units that act as cloudlets [17] to which the servers are attached. The third layer is a central cloud that consists of dedicated servers, which vehicles can access using the roadside infrastructure or a cellular network. To handle virtual machine migrations from vehicles to the roadside cloudlets or between cloudlets, the authors propose a re-allocation scheme which prevents a virtual machine from migrating to maintain the performance of the virtual machines already allocated in the target host.

Further details on virtual machine migration between the various cloud layers are given in a companion paper [14]. The authors borrow the pre-copy approach originally proposed by Clarke et al. [18] and the dirty page transfer strategy used in Xen [19] to support the live migration of virtual machines. However, the mechanisms they propose can only handle VM migrations from a vehicle to a cloudlet connected to a roadside unit without considering the capacity of the contacts. Additionally, the placement of the cloudlets is not addressed, though it may affect the VM migration performance if cloudlets are not placed in well-frequented locations for the vehicles participating to the vehicular cloud.

3. Virtual large-scale vehicular networks

3.1. Business model and roles

We propose to virtualize vehicular network substrates by decoupling the role of the party that manages the network infrastructure and runs the services into two separate entities: mobile infrastructure provider (MInP) and mobile service provider (MSP). We adapt the terminology from Chowdhury and Boutaba’s survey to differentiate the mobile case we consider from the fixed case [3]. Refer to Figure 1 for a schematic representation of the main differences between the fixed and mobile architectures.

Mobile Infrastructure Providers (MInP) are in charge of managing the underlying physical resources of the mobile networks. The physical resources are the compute, storage, and sensing capabilities of the mobile nodes they manage. The MInP offers these resources to multiple tenants by virtualizing the underlying physical substrate. The MInP slices the resources of the mobile physical nodes into a collection of virtual machines and allocates a set of virtual machines hosted on (possibly different) physical mobile nodes to the tenants. The MInP accommodates the tenants resource demands by following the priorities associated with the tenants and their demands, and according to the resources available when the demands are issued. Updates to allocation decisions and re-allocations are required to
maintain a high utilization of the underlying resources in face of changes in the substrate or to accommodate new demands from the tenants. The new allocations of the resources may result in changes in the virtual topology, and virtual machines must be moved from one physical node to another. The MInP triggers virtual machine migrations from one vehicular node to another through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications between the nodes.

**Mobile Service Providers (MSP)** create virtual networks by aggregating the resources (virtual machines) provisioned by the MInPs. The mobile service provider is then in charge of managing the resources of virtual machines to deploy and offer services to end users. For instance, an MSP can deploy a crowdsensing network on virtual machines hosted on vehicles to sense various parameters (e.g., pollution or noise) throughout the city.

**Mobile End Users** use the services offered by MSPs. To enhance their experience, the users may leverage different MSPs offering similar services and connect to multiple virtual networks. It is worth mentioning that MInPs do not have access to end users’ personal wireless devices. This avoids the dual role of infrastructure and end user at the same time, which would introduce additional complexity in the model.

### 3.2. Target use cases

Virtualizing vehicular network substrates enables the deployment of various services. In the following, we describe two possible target use cases.

**Crowdsensing application.** In this first use case, a service provider can take opportunistic advantage of the daily trips made by car to measure the environmental conditions in a specific area. Such service involves cars equipped with computation, storage, sensing and communication resources and the environmental conditions include data such as air temperature, noise and pollution levels, or traffic congestion. The resources of the cars participating to the monitoring service are virtualized so they can host a set of virtual machines in charge of monitoring a specific target area. In this use case, a virtual machine may need to migrate from one vehicle to another, therefore the virtual machine can remain in its area of operation. In this paper, we aim at showing the feasibility of migrating virtual machines between two vehicles in contact.

**Vehicle as part of the Fog computing paradigm.** In the case of a bus transit network, buses can be equipped with on-board computing resources made available to their passengers who can offload processing-intensive tasks from their handled devices including smartphones and tablets. Tasks to offload include AI or image processing for instance. Computational offloading was shown to improve performance and reduce energy consumption of the mobile terminals [20]. Alternatively, the bus can act as a proxy to cache popular content (e.g., news media or popular videos) and serve it to the passengers in lieu of using cellular connections to fetch the content. The buses as part of the Fog computing paradigm enable local interactions with the passengers, with low latency and high bandwidth [2].

### 3.3. Architecture, entities, and virtual machine migration

As previously mentioned, the architecture features three parties: (i) the Mobile Infrastructure Providers that manage the mobile physical nodes, (ii) the Mobile Service Providers
that aggregate resources allocated by the MInPs into virtual networks, and (iii) the end users who use the services offered by the MSPs.

The MInP features a centralized architecture with a central controller in charge of managing the mobile network substrate. The controller receives demands from MSPs for resources in their network substrate. The demands depend on the services the MSPs aim to deploy (e.g., collection and aggregation of data when crowdsensing or security application in a VANET context). The MInP translates the demands into allocation rules so as to match the requirements. The controller maintains a holistic view of the mobile network’s current state. The control channel between the controller and the mobile nodes transmits data through a fixed network infrastructure (e.g., cellular network). We assume the control channel is available at all times. Periodically, or upon an arrival or a departure of an MSP, the controller retrieves the state of the mobile nodes, and, with the information retrieved as an input, computes an allocation of the physical resources that best accommodates the current and new demands of the MSPs.

**Challenge: Virtual machine migration.** The output of the allocation for each MSP consists in a set of virtual machines hosted on a subset of mobile nodes of the mobile network substrate. If the current allocation of the virtual machines on the mobile nodes does not match the output of the allocation procedure, the controller triggers virtual machine migrations on selected physical nodes. The virtual machine migration procedure consists in transferring the whole virtual machine from the physical node where it is hosted to a target physical node that will in turn host the virtual machine. The data transferred during the virtual machine migration includes the operating system, the running processes, and the forwarding states. With a large virtual machine size, it would be impractical to transfer it through the control channel or another cellular infrastructure. Instead, we leverage device-to-device communications between the mobile nodes. A contact occurs when two nodes are in each other’s communication range. Figure 2 describes the virtual machine migration procedure between two mobile nodes through V2V communication. The overall architecture of our system is depicted in Figure 3. In this figure, we show the specific locations where virtual machine migrations can be triggered when the MInP is operating a bus transit network. In Section 4, we evaluate the feasibility of such an approach with real-world traces.

4. Methodology and case study

In this section, we first present a generic methodology for analyzing contact opportunities in urban scenarios where mobility traces are available for various types of vehicles. Our methodology draws on the results presented for various cities including San Francisco and Warsaw where it has been shown that vehicles come in contact more often and for longer period of time in specific areas [21, 22]. By limiting the virtual machine migrations to those specific areas, our service can benefit of an improved ratio of successful migrations. To evaluate its benefits, we apply our methodology in a case study involving VM migrations among the public transit buses of the City of Dublin.
Figure 2: Virtual machine migration between two mobile nodes in contact. (1)-(3) represent a VM migration procedure between the two mobile nodes A and B operated by the same MInP. A tenant (MSP) initially owns a virtual machine VM 1 hosted on mobile node A. (1) The MInP receives a VN request which requires the dynamic reallocation of the resources on nodes A and B: VM 1 has to move from node A to node B. (2) The MInP via its controller notifies the two nodes to initiate the transfer during their next contact. (3) When there is a contact, the VM is transferred from node A to node B.

4.1. Methodology

The objective of the methodology we here describe is to isolate the specific geographical areas, we will refer to as hotspots, where vehicles come in contact more often and for longer period of time compared to other areas. By migrating the VMs at the hotspots, the likelihood of a migration succeeding is higher compared to attempts in other locations. To this end, our methodology consists first in processing the mobility traces with the purpose of generating a heatmap representing graphically the spatial variation of the contact density. The next steps consist in determining the location of the hotspots matching specific values regarding the duration and the rate of the contacts occurring in those areas.

Contact heatmap. In this first step, we compute the spatial variation of the contact density. We start by dividing the geographical area of interest in a grid pattern where square cell has a fixed size, e.g. 100m by 100m. In each cell, we plot the only relevant contacts, which are in our scenario, the contacts lasting for at least 200 s which amounts for the duration needed to transfer a typical virtual machine of 200 MB. We then characterize the contact density of each cell by using a kernel density estimator which consists in clustering the points representing the contacts occurring in the cell. Larger numbers of clustered points result in larger density values [23]. The heatmap obtained for the city of Dublin is shown in Figure 4b where different contact densities are depicted using different shades of red, the darker shade indicating a higher density of contacts. We notice that the contacts between buses are concentrated in the city center, but also on the outskirts of the city center, along the major traffic arteries and at some of the main intersections of Dublin. The next steps of our methodology consist in deriving the hotspot locations from the contact density heatmap.

Contact hotspots. Firstly, we rank the cells according to their contact density and select the 25% top cells. The purpose is to exclude cells where contacts are not occurring in significant
numbers. We then aggregate the contiguous cells in clusters and draw the hotspots as circles centered so they can cover the corresponding cluster. The diameter of the hotspots is fixed and selected so the largest cluster is fully covered by a single hotspot.

The hotspots depicted in Figure 4b are further characterized from the perspective of our VM migration service. For each hotspot, we compute the two following variables: The total number of contacts with a duration of at least 200 s (\( n \)) and the average inter-contact duration (\( x \)). The inter-contact duration refers to the duration between two consecutive contacts occurring within the same hotspot. Those two variables are then used to assign a score to each hotspot we compute as: 
\[
\frac{n}{\max(1, x)}
\]
Finally, we use the Jenks optimization method to identify three value ranges which provide the best arrangement of the hotspots according to their scores [24].

In Figure 4b, we use different shades of color to represent the hotspots according to their classes. For the purpose of the performance evaluation, we select two significant hotspots, each belonging to the two higher classes: “Hotspot 1” has the highest score which indicates that long-duration contacts occur with high frequency. Note that three other hotspots share a similar score. The second hotspot indicated as “hotspot 2” is selected arbitrarily among the 16 occurrences sharing a similar score.
4.2. Case study

We assess the feasibility of migrating virtual machines in the context of the public transit system of Dublin city. In our simulations, we focus on the capacity of the opportunistic contacts between buses while in transit.

**Experimental setup.** For our feasibility study, we use a publicly available dataset of real traces of Dublin city buses provided by Dublinked, part of the Dublin City Council. The mobility traces span the month of January 2013 and provide timestamped GPS coordinates of all DublinBus buses in service [25]. We analyze the movements of 823 buses during the service day of Tuesday, January 29th, 2013 from 10am to 1pm. We assume that two buses are in contact whenever the buses are in each other’s communication radius denoted $R$.

We use the ONE, a discrete-event simulator to run our experiments [26]. The ONE can use real-world mobility traces to reproduce the movements of DTN nodes and infer their contacts. We used the default settings of the ONE to simulate IEEE 802.11 on the mobile nodes. However, the only layers supported by the ONE simulator are the network layers and above. To account for the properties of the physical layer including the link-level packet losses, we select appropriate values regarding the node communication radius and contact transfers goodput. We draw on the results presented by Rubinstein et al. which show a 1 Mbps plateau in the TCP goodput when the contact distance between vehicles is less than 150 meters [27]. The choice of a conservative node radius is further supported by Hadaller et al. who showed that the Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) measured at the MAC layer remain stable between vehicles in contact within a similar distance of 150 meters [28]. In our simulations, we considered a conservative communication radius $R$ of 150 meters with an homogeneous average goodput of 1 MB per second.

**VM migration simulations.** In the remainder of this section, we simulate the migration of virtual machines of various sizes running on every bus. A bus entering a specific hotspot initiates the migration of a virtual machine with the first bus it comes in contact with,
Figure 5: Proportion of successful virtual machine migrations and mean time to transfer the virtual machine as a function of the virtual machine size. The black solid bars represent the 95% confidence interval for the waiting time before successfully transferring the virtual machines.

following the First Contact routing policy implemented by the ONE simulator. We make no assumption regarding the capacity of the buses to predict the duration of a contact. A transfer will be aborted in case the contact duration is not long enough to accommodate the transfer. Hence, multiple attempts may be needed before the migration succeeds. The migration is considered as failed if the bus exits the hotspot without succeeding in transferring the virtual machine.

The results we present reflect averages over 100 virtual machine migration trials for different sizes of virtual machines we try to migrate at each of the two hotspots introduced in Figure 4b. The range of values we use captures the usual sizes of virtual machines that can be found, that is, from a few hundreds of kilobytes (e.g., TinyOS [29]) to a few hundreds of Megabytes [18]. For each size of virtual machine, we measure the average time needed for a bus entering each hotspot to find a suitable contact and the time it actually takes to migrate the virtual machine. The plot in Figure 5 shows the mean time to transfer virtual machines of different sizes, as well as the proportion of virtual machines that were actually transferred.

First, we note that the ratio of virtual machines successfully migrated at both hotspots decreases as their size increases. This is due to the lack of enough long-lasting contacts between buses. Buses fail several times before finding a suitable contact to transfer the virtual machine. This observation is confirmed by the time spent waiting for a contact suitable in duration with large-sized virtual machines. Overall, it takes less time to find a suitable contact at hotspot 1 than at hotspot 2. Buses entering hotspot 1 spend less time waiting for a suitable contact in comparison with hotspot 2 expect for virtual machine sizes ranging from 200 to 400 MB. To further explain this trend, we plot in Figure 6 the total number of contacts measured for different contact durations as well as the ratios of those contacts against the total number of contacts occurring in hotspots 1 and 2. We can see that hotspot 2 has a higher ratio of contacts lasting long enough (e.g., 200 s and 400 s) to accommodate transfers of virtual machines with a size ranging from 200 MB to 400 MB. Despite the higher number of contacts at hotspot 1, most of them are not suitable for the transfers of such virtual machines. Buses spent more time trying transfers that
Figure 6: Number of contacts in log scale accounted for different duration ranges and their ratios (in percentage) against the total number of contacts in the hotspots 1 and 2, respectively.

will eventually fail before finding a suitable contact. This also explains why the ratio of successful migrations is higher at hotspot 2 when virtual machines have sizes ranging from 200 to 400 MB.

In summary, our evaluations showed that virtual machine migrations can be triggered at specific locations where contacts between mobile nodes are more likely to happen. Thus, even with few active buses, transfers of several hundreds of Megabytes can be achieved through V2V communications, enough to accommodate migrations of virtual machines.

5. Challenges involved with mobile opportunistic network virtualization

In this section, we overview the challenges and open issues related to the virtualization of mobile opportunistic networks. Mobile opportunistic networks, also known as delay/disruption tolerant networks (DTN), feature geo-distributed mobile nodes. The nodes communicate with each other whenever they encounter each other (when in “contact”), resulting in intermittent connectivity. Thus, at any given time, there may or may not exist a path between a source and a destination. Therefore, the main challenge with DTN over traditional ad-hoc network is to cope with the intermittent connectivity between the nodes. Specific routing protocols have been designed and rely on store-carry-and-forward policies at the nodes [30].

In the following, we discuss some of the open issues involved with the virtualization of mobile opportunistic networks.

Intermittent connectivity. The resources allocated by the MInP are hosted on the mobile physical nodes. The physical nodes feature intermittent connectivity, as they can only exchange data when they are in each other’s transmission range. In this paper, we leverage the mobility of mobile nodes to migrate virtual machines as a way of maintaining a high utilization of the underlying resources. Virtualization can be pushed further by considering the communications between virtual machines. The MInP must provide connectivity
between the virtual machines allocated to the tenants. The resulting opportunistic virtual networks have to cope with the characteristics inherited from the substrate network. Since we leverage V2V communications, the substrate network is partitioned and mobile physical nodes are intermittently connected to each other, limiting the availability of end-to-end paths at all times. Traditional ad-hoc routing protocols, as AODV or OLSR cannot be used, as they suppose the network to be constantly connected. Therefore, MInPs must implement delay tolerant routing protocols to transmit the data from one end of the virtual link to the other, while satisfying the MSPs’ guarantees. In turn, the MSP is free to implement custom control and data plane that may or may not take into account the intermittent connectivity of the virtual machines.

Find suitable contacts. In order to successfully transfer a virtual machine between two vehicles, the contact must be long enough to accommodate the size of the virtual machine to transfer. In our evaluation, we proposed a methodology to determine the geographical areas we refer to as hotspot where long-duration contacts occur at significant ratios and rates: Hotspots are located in geographical areas within which all contacts amount for 75% of all 200 second long contacts and occur at most every 1000 seconds. However, although long-duration contacts occur statistically more often in the hotspots compared to other areas, there is still a high density of short-duration contacts (as shown in Figure 4.b). Depending on the first contact a bus experiences when entering a hotspot, the VM migration may fail if the first contact is not long enough to accommodate the target virtual machine size. One way of improving the migration success may consist for the buses in implementing prediction models regarding the contact durations. Many existing techniques may be borrowed from the DTN literature. For instance, this could be done by maintaining a list of contact with their corresponding durations for each vehicle encountered [31, 32] or by exchanging the direction and speed or itinerary between vehicles in contact to estimate the shared route with the other vehicle [33, 34].

Scalability. The mobile network virtualization enables the coexistence of multiple virtual networks managed by different tenants with different requirements. Mobile infrastructure providers must support an increasing number of coexisting virtual networks, without affecting the performance of the allocated ones. The MInP allocates the resources to MSP with a central controller that maintains a holistic view of the substrate network infrastructure managed by the MInP. The allocation may trigger virtual machine migrations between the mobile nodes. They are achieved through opportunistic device-to-device communication.

Manageability of the resources. Managing the resources is a mandatory control task for both the MInP and MSP. In particular, the MInPs must manage the mobile nodes of the substrate network to allocate the demands issued by the MSP. This task could be performed by a control plane deployed in a centralized controller. On the other hand, the MSPs must be able to access the virtual machine provisioned by the MInPs to deploy and manage services. Therefore, a control channel must be available at all times to have a continuous access to the mobile physical nodes and the virtual machines they host. The control channel must be made accessible to both the MInPs and MSPs. The communications between the controller and the vehicles through the control channel could rely on a SDN-based protocol such as
OpenFlow [10].

**Hardware heterogeneity.** As noted by [3], heterogeneity has two origins: (1) from the underlying technologies of the mobile substrate (e.g., in terms of processing, storage and networking capabilities), and (2) from the virtual networks of the MSPs that may span multiple MInPs. The underlying virtual machines must support heterogeneous routing protocols and algorithms the MSPs may wish to implement. Therefore, the MSPs must have access to the forwarding states of the virtual machines.

**Isolation.** Multiple tenants (MSPs) coexist on the same substrate network with their own virtual networks. The resources must be shared equally between the tenants, depending on their requirements. The hypervisor at each mobile node ensures the isolation of virtual machines allocated to the MSPs on each physical mobile node. The control channel must isolate the MSPs that wish to manage and control their virtual resources when they are hosted on a shared physical resource. The isolation must also prevent starvation when multiple MSPs allocated on the same physical mobile node wish to transmit at the same time over a contact opportunity. Starvation can be prevented through fair scheduling algorithms, which take into account service priorities expressed in the MSP demands. Another possibility is to guarantee the isolation of MSPs at the wireless physical level by avoiding interferences among the different MSPs when two or more want to communicate. The MInP may use special equipment, such as directional antennas or dedicated wireless channels.

**Adaptivity.** MSPs may issue new demands to MInPs or change their current demands. To this end, the MInP must determine whether the demands can be satisfied before serving them. An approach to achieve this is to check the current state of the available and allocated resources through the control channel before allocating new resources. If the demand can be allocated or modified, the MInP re-runs an allocation algorithm that triggers new slicing of the resources of the nodes, as well as virtual virtual machine migration between the mobile nodes.

6. **Conclusion**

In this paper, we studied the problem of virtual machine migration that arises when virtualizing the resources embedded in the mobile nodes of a large-scale vehicular network. To solve this problem, we devised a centralized architecture to manage and allocate the mobile resources to tenants. A tenant deploys a service onto a collection of virtual machines allocated by an infrastructure provider in charge of virtualizing the mobile infrastructure. Migrations of virtual machines between remote physical nodes may be required to (re)allocate the resources of one node to another tenant. We proposed to migrate VMs via V2V communications instead of relying on cellular networks because of the size of virtual machines to transfer. The migration procedure is not straightforward and relies on the opportunistic contacts between mobile nodes as a result of network intermittent connectivity. We simulated an opportunistic network of buses using real world traces. We concluded that such a scenario can accommodate transfers of several hundreds of Megabytes, sufficient for virtual machine migrations.
As future work, we propose to conduct field experiments to evaluate the capacity of a contact between mobile vehicles with 802.11p interfaces. We could also investigate the allocation procedure of the physical resources for the tenants, as it is particularly challenging in networks featuring intermittent connectivity. As a natural extension to this work, we can design and evaluate a complete virtualization system of opportunistic networks, which would include the resources hosted on the mobile nodes, as well as the opportunistic contacts between the nodes.
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